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Merging enzymatic and synthetic chemistry
with computational synthesis planning

Itai Levin 1,2, Mengjie Liu 2, Christopher A. Voigt 1 & Connor W. Coley 2,3

Synthesis planning programs trained on chemical reaction data can design
efficient routes to new molecules of interest, but are limited in their ability to
leverage rare chemical transformations. This challenge is acute for enzymatic
reactions, which are valuable due to their selectivity and sustainability but are
few in number. We report a retrosynthetic search algorithm using two neural
network models for retrosynthesis–one covering 7984 enzymatic transfor-
mations and one 163,723 synthetic transformations–that balances the
exploration of enzymatic and synthetic reactions to identify hybrid synthesis
plans. This approach extends the space of retrosynthetic moves by thousands
of uniquely enzymatic one-step transformations, discovers routes to mole-
cules for which synthetic or enzymatic searches find none, and designs shorter
routes for others. Application to (-)-Δ9 tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) (dronabi-
nol) and R,R-formoterol (arformoterol) illustrates how our strategy facilitates
the replacement of metal catalysis, high step counts, or costly enantiomeric
resolution with more elegant hybrid proposals.

Enzymatic andnon-enzymatic synthetic organic (“synthetic”) reactions
can be synergistically combined to leverage the unique strengths of
each. Many efficient hybrid syntheses have been reported from the
discovery to the process scale1–8. Enzymes can be used to introduce
stereochemistry at key points of an otherwise synthetic process. An
industrially-relevant example is the evolution and use of a transami-
nase to selectively catalyze the formation of the chiral amine in sita-
gliptin, an anti-diabetes drug, from the chemically-derived pro-
sitagliptin9. Enzymes can also catalyze reactions with superior regios-
electivity. This was leveraged for the synthesis of the antiviral com-
pound islatravir, where a purine nucleoside phosphorylase and a
phosphopentomutase were evolved to catalyze the regio- and ste-
reoselective installation of an unnatural purine moiety on a
chemically10 or enzymatically11 synthesized unprotected, unnatural
deoxyribose analog. Combining enzymatic and synthetic steps can
unlock a more efficient process overall than using only one or the
other. A striking example of this is the implementation of an ex vivo
enzymatic cascade to convert chemically fixed carbon dioxide into
starch at higher rates than maize12. In addition to enabling unique or
uniquely selective transformations, enzymes can improve the

environmental sustainability of a chemical process as they are renew-
able and biodegradable catalysts that can operate under mild
conditions13.

However, identifying synthetic routes that use both enzymatic
and synthetic organic reaction steps remains a largely manual,
intuition-driven process despite the emergence of computer-aided
synthesis planning (CASP) tools.14–17 Retrosynthesis is a search through
the space of possible chemical precursors. The starting position is a
target molecule and the goal is to find a path to viable starting mate-
rials. The search space grows exponentially with the search depth, so a
brute force enumeration of all precursors quickly becomes computa-
tionally intractable. Most CASP algorithms emulate chemists’ retro-
synthetic analysis process; starting from the target molecule, the
algorithms recursively generate the most plausible precursors until
pathways to suitably simple starting materials are found. As has been
previously reviewed18–23, CASP tools differ along many axes, including
how one-step retrosynthetic moves are proposed, the class of models
used to rank single-step retrosynthetic suggestions,what is considered
an acceptable starting material, and the algorithms used to efficiently
piece together single steps to navigate a retrosynthetic search space.
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A primary differentiator is whether CASP methods are template-
based or template-free. Template-basedmodels assign scores to a pre-
defined set of reaction templates—generalized reaction rules—which
can be applied to the input target molecule to produce precursors.
When templates are algorithmically extracted, each reaction sug-
gested by a template-based model can be linked to precedent exam-
ples to be interpreted and reviewed by a chemist. Examples of
template-based synthetic organic tools include ASKCOS,24 which uses
a set of templates automatically extracted from Reaxys, and Synthia21,
which uses expert-curated templates; analogous data-driven and
expert bioretrosynthetic tools include Retropath25,26, which uses tem-
plates extracted from metabolic pathway databases27 and
RetroBioCat28, which focuses on industrially-relevant biocatalytic
reactions. Template-free models instead learn to generate reactant
molecules from an input product molecule end-to-end29,30. The lack of
pre-defined reaction rules theoretically allows template-freemodels to
predict novel reactions, but complicates the task of linking predictions
to existing reaction data. Examples of this approach include IBM’s
RXN31,32 and BioNavi-NP33, both of which employ sequence-to-
sequence Transformer models32 to generate precursor SMILES
strings directly from product SMILES strings.

Data-driven CASP tools are limited in finding hybrid synthesis
routes because distinct sets of CASP software tools have been
designed for fully synthetic organic synthesis planning24,32,34–38 and for
fully enzymatic synthesis planning16,26,33,39. CASP tools such as
ASKCOS24 and AiZynthFinder37 were developed based on sets of
reactions such as the USPTO40 or Reaxys41 where enzymatic reactions
represent a fraction of the total dataset (e.g., Reaxys contains ~5 × 104

enzymatic reactions compared to >107 total reactions), whereas
enzymatic CASP tools such as BNICE.ch42, RetroPath25,26, or the
similarity-based retrosynthesis tool from ref. 43use reactiondatabases
such as the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)44,

MetaNetX45, or Rhea46 that contain exclusively enzymatic reactions.
Stitching together the results from a synthetic and enzymatic CASP
search for the samemolecule is insufficient, as part of the challenge of
hybrid synthesis planning is identifying routes where one set of reac-
tions leads to an intermediate that can be used by the other set,
yielding a route thatwouldhave remained undiscovered if only one set
of reactions were considered at a time. Probst et al.31 use transfer
learning to pretrain on synthetic reactions and fine-tune enzymatic
reactions, such that the model used can suggest non-enzymatic reac-
tions if it predicts low confidence for enzymatic suggestions. Retro-
BioCat allows users to manually generate hybrid networks. However,
no tool is designed to automatically search hybrid retrosynthesis
networks. New CASP algorithms are needed to integrate and balance
the two complementary synthesis strategies.

Here, we introduce a synthesis planning algorithm to generate
multi-step synthesis plans that leverage thebreadthof known synthetic
and enzymatic chemistry (Fig. 1). We trained a template-based, enzy-
matic retrosynthesis neural network47 using enzymatic reaction data
from the BKMS database48 to rank single enzymatic retrosynthetic
steps. We show that the chemistry captured by this model expands
upon chemistry captured by the synthetic chemistry retrosynthesis
model from ASKCOS24, adding 4169 unique templates. We then
designed a multi-step search algorithm that uses both the enzymatic
retrosynthesismodel and a synthetic retrosynthesismodel to prioritize
the possible retrosynthetic steps in away that balances the exploration
of enzymatic and synthetic steps. We find that this hybrid search
identifies routes tomolecules for which no routes are found using only
enzymatic or synthetic organic chemistry. Further, the hybrid search
identifies shorter pathways where enzymatic steps replace multiple
synthetic steps. Finally, we demonstrate how our search algorithm can
suggest promising hybrid synthesis plans which were not found
otherwise, using dronabinol and arformoterol as case studies.
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Fig. 1 |Machine learning approach tohybrid synthesis planning. aDevelopment
workflow of the hybrid synthesis planner. A database of enzymatic reactions was
parsed into machine-readable format. Reaction templates were algorithmically
extracted from the reactions in the database. A neural network template
prioritizer47 was trained to predict the reaction template associated with each
product molecule in the reaction database. The enzymatic template prioritizer and
a previously trained synthetic template prioritizer24 are used in tandem to predict
hybrid synthesis plans. b Multi-model-guided tree search strategy used to explore
the retrosynthetic search space for multi-step synthesis planning from an input
molecule (yellow circle). The possible retrosynthetic reaction templates (squares)

are scored using template prioritizer neural networks. Different colors correspond
to different template sets (e.g., synthetic and enzymatic). (i) The leaf node from the
highest-scoring path is selected. (ii) The selected retrosynthetic template is applied
to the product molecule to generate the predicted precursor. The precursor is
added to the search tree and the retrosynthetic templates are scored by their
corresponding template prioritizer with the precursor as input. (iii) Visit counts are
updated for the explored nodes. The visit counts are used in scoring to balance
exploration and exploitation. Steps i, ii, and iii are repeated until a stopping cri-
terion for the search is met. All pathways that connect the input molecule to
allowed starting materials (gray circles) are returned.
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Results
Single-step enzymatic retrosynthetic expansion
An enzymatic reaction dataset was curated from the BKMS48 database.
BKMS contains approximately 37,000 enzyme-catalyzed reactions
aggregated from BRENDA49, the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and
Genomes (KEGG)44, Metacyc50, and SABIO-RK51. We processed the
reaction data by removing biological cofactors, converting the reac-
tions to standardized SMILES52 strings, and performing atom-atom
mapping to track which atoms in the reactants corresponded to which
atoms in theproducts of each reaction (seeMethods). Ourfinal dataset
contains 15,309 unique, single-product, atom-mapped reaction
SMILES strings.

Using RDChiral53, reaction templates summarizing the chemistry
of each reaction were automatically extracted from these atom-
mapped reactions as generalized SMARTS strings (examples shown in
Fig. 2a–d). A total of 7984 unique reaction templates were sufficient to
describe the 15,309 enzymatic reactions. This method generates a

single template per reaction with chiral information and a heuristically
determined, variable amount of context around the reaction center as
opposed to RetroRules27, which stores multiple fixed-diameter tem-
plates per reaction. The generalized reaction templates approximate
the range of possible chemical transformations that enzymes can
catalyze by representing only the reaction center and its adjacent
context from the reactant and product. This template-based approach
was chosen to maintain a link between retrosynthetic suggestions and
precedent reactions from the database; this link makes the model’s
suggestions more interpretable and actionable as starting points for
enzyme selection and optimization.

When building template-based models, a common post-
processing step is to remove templates for which too few precedent
examples exist. In our enzymatic reaction dataset, nearly 80% of
reaction templates have only one precedent (Fig. 2e). Even if rare
reactions were assigned more generalized templates and stereo-
chemical information was removed as described in the methods

Fig. 2 | Reaction templates automatically extracted from the BKMS biochem-
ical reaction database. a–d Examples of reactions and reaction templates
extracted from the BKMS database. Cofactor reactant-product pairs (e.g., SAM and
SAH) were automatically identified and removed. Chemical names were converted
to SMILES strings, shown here by molecular structures. Reaction templates were
automatically extracted from the atom-mapped SMILES string as SMARTS strings,

shown here as retrosynthetic reaction fragments. Reaction rules are linked to the
reaction database, sometadata such as associated enzymes and EC number for the
reaction can be easily retrieved. e The number of examples for a reaction template
in the reaction database as a function of the rank of the template’s popularity.
f Fraction of the reactions in the BKMS database that can be described by reaction
templates that have greater than a threshold number of examples.
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section, requiring that extracted templates have n > 1 precedent would
make the filtered set of templates unable to describe nearly 20% of
reactions in the database. (Fig. 2f). Hence, we did not remove tem-
plates based on the number of precedents tomaximize the diversity of
enzymatic reactions that were captured.

For each enzymatic reaction, the product molecule and the
extracted reaction template used in the dataset to synthesize that
molecule were used as input-label pairs to train a multi-layer percep-
tron (MLP) classification model47. The MLP template prioritizer model
was trained to predict which template was used to synthesize each
product in the training set based on the product’smolecular structure.
At inference, given a newmolecular structure, the template prioritizer
outputs a softmax normalized score for each of the 7984 reaction
templates that can be interpreted as the probability that a given tem-
plate is the best retrosynthetic move from the target molecule. After
tuning the model’s hyperparameters using distinct training and vali-
dation sets, anMLPmodelwas trainedonall of the available datawith a
fixed number of epochs. This model was used for all subsequent ana-
lyses using synthetic targets selected from ZINC, MOSES, and FDA-
approved drugs. Including all of the available data from the BKMS
dataset improved the model’s ability to predict rare reactions during
multi-step pathway prediction.

Comparing enzymatic and synthetic transformations
A simple comparison between the size of the chemical reaction tem-
plate set (163,723) and the enzymatic reaction template set (7984)
supports the observation that synthetic organic chemistry enables a
much broader set of transformations than known enzymatic chem-
istry. However, it is not obvious whether enzymes catalyze different
reactions or simply catalyze reactions with improved specificity and
efficiency. We sought to better understand what fraction of the

reactions in the BKMS dataset are captured by the reaction templates
in the Reaxys dataset and whether including enzymatic reactions in a
retrosynthetic search could potentially expand the accessible
chemical space.

To identify which reactions from BKMS comprise “unique”
chemistry, we assessedwhether any synthetic reaction templates from
Reaxys could reproduce the same reactants given the product mole-
cule. To this end, all of the synthetic reaction templateswereapplied to
each of the product molecules from our BKMS dataset. If any of the
reaction templates reproduced the original reactant molecule(s), the
enzymatic reaction was marked as recovered and, therefore, not
unique. Of the 14,601 single-step, non-spontaneous, non-generic
reactions in the enzymatic reaction database, 9095 were recovered
with synthetic reaction templates (not considering charge or stereo-
chemistry). Enzyme catalysts may offer enhanced selectivity for these
processes, but the chemical transformationcouldbe achieved without
enzymes.

Of the remaining 5506 enzymatic reactions (corresponding to
4169 unique reaction templates), it is likely that some could be
achievedwith synthetic organic chemistry. Certain reagents, cofactors,
and leaving groups are omitted from reaction definitions so reactions
can be modeled as single-product (Methods). This is required when
performing iterative retrosynthesis. Thus, certain atoms appearonly in
the reactant sideor product sideof a reactiondefinition (Fig. 3a, b). For
example, in 228 of the reactions in our BKMS dataset, the molecular
structure corresponding to Coenzyme A appears in the reactants side
and not the products side of the reaction. Only a single one of these
reactions was recovered by the chemical reaction rules (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 1). This is not because the hydrolysis of a thioester bond
represents uniquely enzymatic chemistry. Rather, in the Reaxys data-
set, in the reaction rules representing the hydrolysis of thioesters, the
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acyl group is treated as the eliminated group and the product that is
kept is the thiol, whereas in this work, because of our automated
identification of common biological cofactors, the thiol (specifically
CoA) is defined as the eliminated group and the acyl group is kept
(Fig. 3c). This is more consistent with the role of CoA in biochemical
reactions. The presence of eliminated and added groups confounds
the automated comparison of chemical transformations across data-
sets, as it makes truly unique chemistry indistinguishable from the
consequences of choices made during the dataset preparation
(Fig. 3c–h).

To estimate a lower bound on the number of unique enzymatic
transformations, we identified that of the 3466 enzymatic reactions
with no addition or loss of heavy atoms between reactants and pro-
ducts (e.g., excluding reactions with leaving groups), 968 reactions
could not be described by the Reaxys reaction templates, corre-
sponding to 824 unique enzymatic reaction templates. Partially due to
the constraints placedon this set of reactions, these are predominantly
unimolecular templates that include oxidation, reduction, isomeriza-
tion, and intramolecular cyclization reactions.We show two examples,
the reaction of the isochorismate synthase and griseophenone syn-
thase in Fig. 3i, j. This suggests that the enzymes expand the scope of
possible organic transformations in the synthetic chemist’s toolbox
and do not merely offer an alternate set of conditions for existing
reactions.

Hybrid route search guided by enzymatic and synthetic models
To explore the retrosynthetic search space efficiently, we
expanded on the tree search algorithm implemented in
ASKCOS24. Whereas the original algorithm uses one template
prioritizer model to score the potential retrosynthetic moves at
each step and guide the search, the algorithm developed in this
work can use arbitrarily many models to guide a search. A search
tree rooted at the input target molecule is constructed by the
iterative selection, update, and expansion (Fig. 1b) (Methods). At
the expansion step, our algorithm scores the enzymatic templates
and synthetic chemistry templates using their corresponding
template prioritizer models. The scores are normalized with a
softmax function such that the sum of all the scores for a given
template set is 1. The distinct template sets are then combined
and sorted based on these scores. This means that at each step of
retrosynthetic expansion, moves from either template set can be
selected.

The multi-model search algorithm directly compares the
scores from the template prioritizer models to decide whether to
explore a synthetic or enzymatic step. To identify hybrid path-
ways, this strategy relies on the scores (probabilities) from the
two models being scaled appropriately. We show that this is the
case for our models by comparing the scores of models’ top-1
recommendations for two external test sets: 48,869 small organic
molecules from the MOSES dataset54 and 45,035 molecules
annotated as biogenic (natural products) from the ZINC15
catalog55 that were not seen by either model during training. An
enzymatic reaction template was in the top 3 suggestions for 88%
of the small organic molecules and 96% of the natural product
molecules. Conversely, a synthetic reaction template was in the
top three suggestions for 99% of small organic molecules and 95%
of natural product molecules (Fig. 4a, b). Hence, for most of the
molecules in these sets, both synthetic and enzymatic steps
would be considered in a pathway search that considers at least
three possible moves from a molecule, allowing the algorithm to
find hybrid plans when appropriate search parameters are
selected.

An intuitive, slight bias appears when comparing the scores from
the two models on the different chemical spaces. For small organic
molecules, the top retrosynthetic proposal is more likely to be

synthetic than enzymatic (Fig. 4c, e). Conversely, for the natural pro-
ducts, the top retrosynthetic suggestion ismore likely to be enzymatic
(Fig. 4d, f). This trend suggests that themodels display a (justified) bias
that leads to the prioritization of enzymatic chemistries for molecules
that are more structurally similar to natural products.

We demonstrate how the interaction of the two models recovers
the hybrid synthesis of fluoropyridinyl tryoptoline as synthesized by
ref. 56 The retrosynthetic paths that reached viable starting materials
are shown in Fig. 5, where the allowed starting materials were a set of
buyable compounds from eMolecules and Sigma-Aldrich. The experi-
mental pathwaywas recovered and is highlighted in thefigure. Noneof
the enzymatic reactions shown are present in the model’s training
data, meaning that the model was able to generalize to unseen pro-
ducts and intermediates. The template for the enzymatic aryl bromi-
nation links back to 8 reactions from the reaction database belonging
to EC classes 1.14.19.55, 1.14.19.58, and 1.97.1. Themost similar reaction
in the database is the bromination of tryptophan. The Brenda49 entry
for this reaction points to the Uniprot entry for PyrH, a flavin-
dependent tryptophan halogenase that shares a mechanism, reaction,
and 38% sequence identity with the flavin-dependent tryptophan
halogenase that ref. 56 used, RebH (Supplementary Fig. 2). This
example offers a retrospective look at how our hybrid retrosynthesis
algorithm could have been used as a successful starting point for route
development.

To better understand how the search space of our multi-model
algorithm compared with that of the single-model algorithm, we
generated a dataset of predicted synthetic routes to 1000 molecules
chosen at random from the “boutique” subset of ZINC15 using a search
guided by just the synthetic, just the enzymatic, or both template
prioritizer models. We compared the number of molecules for which
each searchwas able to identify synthesis pathways and the number of
steps in the shortest synthesis pathway found to each target mole-
cule (Fig. 6).

Out of the 1000 molecules from ZINC, given the same search
parameters, including wall time (Supplementary Table 2), the enzy-
matic synthesis planner found pathways to 317, the synthetic planner
found pathways to 535, and the hybrid planner found pathways to 493
(Fig. 6a). The enzymatic path planner finding paths to the smallest
number of molecules is expected given that the set of enzymatic
templates represents the most limited transformation space (7984
reaction templates compared to 163,723 synthetic organic reaction
templates). That the hybrid planner finds routes to fewer compounds
than the syntheticplanner is alsonotwholly surprising; the hybrid path
planner, in principle, can find a superset of paths found by the other
two planners, but this will not be the case when performing a time-
limited search. Including a larger number of templates in the search
increases the number of possible moves considered in the search and
can lead the search algorithm in unproductive directions. Never-
theless, when comparing the targets reached with just the synthetic
search and the hybrid search, the hybrid search found routes to 56
molecules, for which none were found with the synthetic search. Of
these, all of the routes found to 11 molecules would not be possible
without the reaction templates in BKMS (Supplementary Fig. 3), and
six molecules required transformations that were present in the con-
strained set of 824 uniquely enzymatic reactions. Routes to 15 mole-
culeswere found forwhich no routeswere foundwith either individual
strategy (Supplementary Fig. 4). This demonstrates that the hybrid
search navigates a different retrosynthetic search space than the
individual model searches in a manner that is beneficial for certain
molecular targets.

Another metric by which to compare the outputs from the dif-
ferent search strategies is by the total number of reactions in the
synthesis plans. Fewer reactions correlate with fewer reagents and
fewer purification steps, which in turn correlates with cheaper, more
efficient syntheses57. The lengthof a pathway is an incompletemeasure
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of quality. However, the only difference between the purely synthetic
and hybrid search is the inclusion of enzymatic steps, so path lengths
are particularly informative when comparing pathways in this con-
strained context. We compare the number of reactions in the shortest
pathways found with both the hybrid and the synthetic strategy (431
molecules total) (Fig. 6b); routes from the hybrid planner were
required to have at least one enzymatic reaction. This analysis shows
that the hybrid synthesis planner returned an improved shortest path
for 73 molecules (17%) and the shortest path of equal length for 162
molecules (38%) out of the 431 boutique molecules. Because succes-
sive enzymatic reactions can often proceed in the same solvent with-
out isolation of reaction intermediates, we perform a second analysis
comparing step count when counting linear sequences of enzymatic

steps as a single step (Fig. 6c). Recent experimental examples of this
strategy include the ex vivo syntheses of the antiviral islatravir11 and
monoterpene commodity chemicals58. Considering this perspective,
the hybrid synthesis planner found improved shortest paths for 116
(27%) molecules and shortest paths of equal length to 150 (35%) out of
the 431 molecules for which both synthetic and hybrid pathways
were found.

Case study: dronabinol
Dronabinol ((−)−1) is the generic trade name for (−)−Δ9 tetra-
hydrocannabinol (THC), indicated for the treatment of anorexia in
patients with AIDS and nausea in cancer patients undergoing che-
motherapy. It is the decarboxylated form of tetrahydroxycannabinolic
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acid (THCA), one of 113 cannabinoids naturally produced by the can-
nabis plant, and represents the main psychoactive agent derived from
cannabis59. Synthetic routes to dronabinol have been established,
using synthetic chemistry60–65, enzymatic chemistry66,67, and a combi-
nation of both60 (summary of synthesis routes in Fig. 7a–g). Briefly, the
synthetic syntheses rely on transition-metal catalysts (Cu, Ir, Cr, Mo,
and Ru) to set the stereocenters and to form the cyclohexene ring
structure either preceding or following ligation to olivetol (3) (or a
derivative). Alternatively, the fully enzymatic synthesis of (−)−Δ9 THCA

was carried out in S. cerevisiaeby ref. 66 and the enzymatic synthesis of
cannabigerolic acid (CBGA, (6)), the immediatemetabolic precursor to
THCA, has been performed in vitro by ref. 67.

We performed an automatedmulti-step retrosynthetic analysis of
dronabinol using an enzymatic, synthetic, or hybrid search. Pathways
connecting dronabinol to buyable building blocks were foundwith the
purely enzymatic and hybrid search but not with the purely synthetic
search when limiting the search depth to 6. This is consistent with the
fact that the published synthetic organic synthesis routes to
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dronabinol require more than six steps to reach buyable building
blocks in our database.

The shortest andqualitativelymost promisingproposed synthesis
route was identified with the hybrid search (Fig. 7h). The pathway first
constructs geraniol (10) starting from cheap starting materials 7 and 8
with a Horner–Wadsworth–Emmons reaction followed by a reduction
to form 10. Next, olivetol (4) is alkylated with 10 to form cannabigerol
11. This condensation canbe achievedwith alumina68. Thefinal step is a
direct enzymatic ring closure to complete the synthesis of (−)−1. There
is a single precedent example for this template; following the recom-
mendation back to literature precedent, the recommended enzyme is
THCA synthase (EC number 1.21.3.7).

This route is promising as it suggests synthetic chemical
transformations to efficiently construct 11, which would require
many enzymes to access from suitable building blocks, and sug-
gests an enzymatic step to both close the ring and set the ste-
reochemistry. All of the routes that were found in our
retrosynthetic search relied on the reaction template extracted
from the THCA synthase reaction to form the cyclohexene ring.
This reaction is uniquely enzymatic and offers a “shortcut” com-
pared to the synthetic chemistry approach with no need for
transition-metal catalysts.

Although the THCA synthase reaction with 11 as the substrate is
not in the training set, themodel believes itmay be possible to achieve

this transformation enzymatically and the generalized reaction rule
extracted from the THCAS reaction fits this product. It has been pre-
viously reported that the wild-type THCA synthase does not show
activity on 11 and requires the carboxylated analog 6 under the same
reaction conditions as the native reaction69. However, it remains
plausible that a variant of the enzyme could catalyze the desired
reaction. Given that the carboxylic acid of 6 is not believed to be
directly involved in the catalytic mechanism and that the THCAS
residue suspected to interact most strongly with the carboxylic acid is
not strictly necessary for enzyme activity70, it remains possible that
modifying the enzyme’s binding pocket, for example, could confer
activity on the decarboxylated substrate 11. The suggested pathway
motivates an enzyme engineering effort to identify a novel variant of
THCA synthase capable of catalyzing the proposed reaction on 11 to
efficiently access (−)−1.

Case study: arformoterol
Arformoterol (R,R-formoterol) is an enantiopure long-acting β2 adre-
noreceptor agonist prescribed as a bronchodilator for patients with
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). Few routes have been
reported to achieve the diastereomerically pure (R,R) form of for-
moterol. The threemost recent reports all follow a similar, convergent
logic (Fig. 8a–c)71–73. In onebranchof the synthesis, anenantiomerically
pure epoxide ((R)-14a-b) is synthesized from acetophenone (12a-b). In
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the other branch, an enantiomerically pure α-methylphenethylamine
((R)-15a-c)is synthesized from 4-methoxyphenylacetone (13). The
epoxide and amine are reacted in a ring-opening reaction to form a
diastereomerically pure amino alcohol which is then subjected either
to deprotection reactions (refs. 71, 73) or additional functional group
interconversions (ref. 72) to yield (R,R)-2.

As with the previous case study, the automated multi-step retro-
synthetic analysis of arformoterol was run using the three different
search strategies. Pathways were found by the synthetic and hybrid
searches, but not the enzymatic search. A manual inspection of the 18
routes returned from the hybrid search showed that they followed a
similar logic to the published routes: syntheses of a chiral amine and a
chiral epoxide followed by epoxide ring-opening (or a similar nucleo-
philic substitution), sometimes followed by deprotection and tailoring
until the formamide, hydroxyl, and methoxy groups were installed in
the proper positions (Supplementary Fig. 6). Figure 8d shows one of
the predicted synthesis routes that proposes an enzymatic cascade to
form the chiral amine and an enzymatic epoxidation step in the for-
mation of the chiral epoxide.Of theproposed routes, thiswas themost
novel compared to the published routes. The introduction of enzy-
matic reactions unlocked building blocks that were neither foundwith
the synthetic search nor previously reported. The suggestion of a
biocatalytic cascade from 18 to (R)-15b is promising as itmay allow the
formation of the chiral amine and the installation of the methoxy
group on the aryl ring of (R)-15b to take place in one pot with no
purification of intermediates.

In contrast with previously reported methods which form the
chiral amine from a ketone precursor, the route in Fig. 8 suggests a
reaction rule extracted from the reactions of lysine 5,6-aminomutase
(LAM, EC number 5.4.3.3) and ornithine 4,5-aminomutase (EC number
5.4.3.5) to form a chiral amine from phenylpropylamine 18. To our
knowledge, no synthetic chemical reaction has been reported to

achieve the same selective cross-migration of an amine group and a
hydrogen atom; as corroboration, this reaction is included in the set of
unique enzymatic transformations we identified. While the usefulness
of aminomutases for biotechnology has been explored in the past74,75,
engineering adenosylcobalamin-dependent aminomutases (e.g., LAM)
to act on non-natural substrates has not been extensively investigated.
This suggestion highlights how the extracted reaction rules can iden-
tifymotifs onproducts thatmaybe accessible enzymatically butwould
likely require modifying a natural enzyme to accommodate the novel
substrate. We acknowledge that engineering a variant of LAM for the
desired reactionwould not be trivial, not onlybecause of the structural
difference between phenylpropylamine (18) and the native substrate,
lysine, but also because the native reaction produces the opposite
enantiomer (S) from the desired enantiomer (R). However, the radical
mechanism by which the reaction proceeds does not inherently force
theproduction of one enantiomer over the other76. Previously, enzyme
engineering efforts have succeeded in inverting the natural enantios-
electivity of enzymes77–80. The addition of substrate-promiscuous,
enantiocomplementary aminomutases to the biocatalysis toolset
would be particularly advantageous given the popularity of chiral
amines in small molecule pharmaceuticals81.

For the synthesis of the chiral epoxide precursor ((R)-14c), the
search suggests leveraging an alkene monooxygenase (AMO; E.C.
number 1.14.13.69) such as the enzyme from Rhodococcus sp. strain
AD45, which has been shown to catalyze the enantioselective epox-
idation of styrene and p-chlorostyrene to (R)-styrene oxide and (R)-p-
chlorostyrene oxide, respectively82. In the full sequence from 16 to (R)-
14c, it may be possible to perform the enzymatic epoxidation and
hydroxylation steps as a cascade either before or after the chemical
steps. Note that despite being able to easily identify routes with
enzyme cascades after they are found, our algorithm does not expli-
citly promote consecutive enzymatic steps.
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Discussion
We have demonstrated a hybrid approach to retrosynthetic planning
that generates promising synthesis plans with both enzymatic and
synthetic steps to complex molecular targets. Deploying multiple
prioritization models within a single retrosynthetic tree search was
shown to balance enzymatic and synthetic reaction suggestions to
discover pathways with reactions from both sets. The returned hybrid
pathways can explore molecular intermediates that would not be
accessible with synthetic chemistry or enzymatic chemistry alone.

By comparing the BKMS reaction dataset and the set of reaction
templates previously extracted from Reaxys, we showed that the
enzymatic reactions include 4196 unique transformations (of which
824 do not eliminate or add heavy atoms) that the synthetic dataset
does not. While defining what it means for a transformation to be
unique is not straightforward, it seems that enzyme catalysts enable
chemical transformations to occur in one step that non-enzymatic
reaction conditions cannot. This suggests a role for enzymes in syn-
thetic organic chemistry not just to perform reactions with superior
selectivity, but to expand the space of accessible molecules.

The diversity of enzymatic transformations also presents a chal-
lenge, as there are few reaction examples for each template; approxi-
mately 80% of templates were linked to a single reaction example in
our dataset. The extent to which any retrosynthesis recommendation
model is able to learn chemical trends for these rare templates is
severely limited. Algorithms to generalize overly specific templates
have been demonstrated to improve the performance of single- and
multi-step template-based synthesis planners83,84. However, over-
generalizing reaction templates may remove necessary chemical
context and lead to fewer experimentally implementable suggestions,
even if it improves model accuracy metrics. Given the complex inter-
actions that govern enzyme-substrate compatibility, defining enzyme
reaction templates at a physically meaningful level of generality may
require additional information, such as reactionmechanismor binding
pocket structure.

The case studies of dronabinol and arformoterol illustrate how
unique enzyme chemistry can unlock routes from novel building
blocks or intermediates to compounds of interest. These case studies
also illustrate how the template-based retrosynthesis models may
suggest enzymatic transformations that would likely require enzyme
engineering or screening to implement in the lab—the sort of innova-
tive applications of enzymes to novel substrates that expand the bio-
catalysis toolbox. Assessing whether an enzyme could plausibly be
evolved to perform the desired reaction remains an important chal-
lenge for computationalmodeling and still requires expert knowledge,
intuition, and experimentation. Models designed to learn the complex
interactions between enzyme sequence and substrate acceptance
generalize poorly even in relatively data-rich regimes85 and simpler
molecular similarity-based methods lack the nuance needed to flag
projects like the evolution of a transaminase for the synthesis of sita-
gliptin as worthy pursuits43. The nature of the algorithmically-
extracted reaction templates used in this work ensures that every
recommendation can be traced back to database precedents and the
associated literature so users can assess the value of a suggestion
based on information which may have escaped cataloging in standar-
dized databases.

The models in this work are data-driven, so the same workflow
used tobalance synthetic andenzymatic synthesis steps canbe applied
directly to new datasets. The approach could be used to find routes
with other relatively rare sets of reactions, such as “green chemistry”
reactions (e.g., photochemical and electrochemical) or routes using
data frommultiple databases (e.g., both a public and a proprietary set
of reactions). There is no theoretical guarantee that the same desirable
balance between models would be observed for new models as it was
between the synthetic and enzymatic models in this work, but the
application of a softmax transform to the scores from each model

constrains the range of the model outputs, and the empirical trend of
higher model confidence for inputs that are similar to training exam-
ples seems likely to persist. Nevertheless, a balancing parameter could
be introduced to manually tune the relative scores of the models if
there is a known desired outcome. An additional limitation is that
combiningmultiple models in a search expands the search space such
that, given the same time limit, the hybrid search may not find path-
ways that a search guided by a single model would find. This further
motivates exploring new techniques, such as reinforcement learning
to balance model suggestions.

We believe that hybrid CASP approaches such as ours will accel-
erate the identification and development of new efficient synthesis
routes. Enzymes can catalyze certain transformations that are not
otherwisepossible and increase the selectivity and efficiency of others,
while synthetic chemistry offers a broader, complementary toolkit.
Identifying opportunities to apply enzyme chemistry to access novel
targets with our algorithm can work synergistically with experimental
efforts in high throughput screening and the evolution of enzymes for
the discovery of new biocatalysts.

Methods
Processing the BKMS database
The BKMS database48 is a composite database containing reactions
from BRENDA49, the Kyoto Encylopedia of Genes and Genomes
(KEGG)44, Metacyc50, and SABIO-RK51. The database was retrieved as a
flat file with 37,235 enzymatic reactions. Reactions are represented in
the form A+B + ... = C + ..., where A, B, and C are unstandardized
chemical names.

Cofactor reactant-product pairs were automatically identified by
computing the co-occurrence of molecule names as reactants and
products (e.g., NAD+ and NADH). Product-reactant pairs that co-occur
in at least ten reactions in at least 90% of the reactions they were in
were removed from the reactions in which they co-occur (full list in
Supplementary Table 3). This was particularly important to remove
chemicals for which SMILES strings could not be found (e.g., “oxidized
ferredoxin.”)

A dictionary mapping chemical names to SMILES strings was
constructed using the PubChem Identifier Exchange Service86 and data
downloaded from MetaCyc and BRENDA. This dictionary was used to
obtain reaction SMILES for all reactions. Reactions were removed if
SMILES were not found for all reactants and products.

Reaction SMILES were automatically atom-atom-mapped using
the Reaction Decoder Tool87. The reverse reaction was added for all
reactions that were indicated to be reversible in BKMS.

Further processing was performed to maximize the number of
single-product reactions, because multi-product reactions cannot be
handled in the tree search. The number of times that each molecule
SMILES appeared as a product in a reaction with >1 product was
counted. Iteratively, the most frequently co-appearing molecule was
removed from all multi-product reactions. During this process, com-
mon side-products or leaving groups such as coenzyme A and D-glu-
cose were removed from multi-product reactions. Finally, reactant
molecules that did not have at least three mapped atoms and 15% of
their mapped atoms represented in the products were removed from
reactions with >1 reactant. After deduplication, the cleaned reaction
database contained 18,719 cleaned, mapped reaction SMILES.

Automatic extraction of reaction rules
Reaction templateswere automatically extracted usingRDChiral53. The
template radius was set to 1 and the default special groups were
included in the templates. Templates were validated by applying
extracted templates back to the product using RDKit88 and checking
that the generated reactantsmatched the reactants from the database.
During validation, stereochemistry was ignored around atoms and
bonds that were not matched by the template to avoid SMILES
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definitionmismatches thatwere not relevant to the reaction. Reactions
that led to invalid templates were removed. A total of 7984 valid
templates were extracted from 15,309 reactions.

The template label prediction accuracy increases when there are
more examples with that label in the training set (Supplementary
Fig. 7). We studied how filtering out reaction templates with few
examples affected thebreadthof chemistry that the template set could
cover. For a range of threshold values, all templates that had fewer
examples than the threshold were removed from the data. Then, all
templates with more examples than the threshold were applied to the
products from all unlabeled reactions using RDKit with and without
considering stereochemistry. If any template recovered the reactants,
the reaction precedent was reassigned to that template and retained;
otherwise, the reactionwas removed. The relative number of reactions
that were covered at different template popularity thresholds is shown
in Figure 2f. Because of the substantial decrease in reactions covered
when any threshold was set, templates were not filtered out based on
popularity in any subsequent evaluations.

Training the template prioritizer
The template prioritizer is an MLP model trained to score all the ret-
rosynthetic moves for an input product molecule represented by
reaction templates. The input for the template prioritizer is a 2048-bit
Morgan fingerprint representation of a product molecule as imple-
mented in RDKit88 with chiral features. The output is a vector of length
7984, corresponding to the number of templates. A softmax activation
is applied to the final layer, such that the score across all templates
sums to 1 and can be interpreted as a probability.

The data were initially split 80% in training, 10% in validation, and
10% in test sets using a previously described stratified split89 to ensure
amore even distribution of class labels across the splits. For templates
with ten or more examples, the examples were assigned at random to
one of the three sets. For templates with fewer than ten examples, at
random, one reaction example was assigned to the test and one to the
validation set and the rest were kept in the training set. For templates
with exactly two examples, one was assigned to the test set and one
was assigned to the train set. For templates with a single example, the
example was assigned at random to the train, validation, or test sets
with a probability proportional to the size of the set.

The hyperparameters tuned were the number of hidden layers (1,
2, or 3), the size of the hidden layers (1024, 2048, or 4096), and the
number of highway layers90 (0, 1, or 3) using a grid search.Models were
trained with and without pre-training on template applicability91 and
accuracieswere calculated on the validation set. The best performance
was achieved with 1 hidden layer of size 4096 and 0 highway layers.
Pre-training increased the accuracy of all models tested, so the final
network used in the multi-step search was pre-trained.

The single-step retrosynthesis model trained on BKMS data
ranked the correct template as the top template for 19% of the product
molecules from the test set and ranked the correct template in the top
10 for 53% of the test setmolecules.We trained an additionalmodel on
all of the available data to maximize the diversity of template labels
seen by the model. We set hyperparameters and the number of
training epochs based on the tuning performed with the split dataset.
This final model, trained on the entire dataset, was only used with
external test sets selected independently.

Multi-prioritizer guided tree search
The multi-prioritizer tree search uses an expanded version of the
algorithmused inASKCOS.24 A search tree is constructed froman input
target molecule by iterative rounds of selection, expansion, and
update steps. During selection, the leaf node of the highest-scoring
pathway is identified by greedily traversing the tree, picking the
highest-scoring children nodes until a leaf is reached. The node scores
are a function of the neural network model scores MLP(P), the visit

counts of the product node NP and the child reaction node NR, an
exploration factor c, and a value estimate for the reaction nodeVR.VR is
assigned 0 if no paths from the node reach buyable starting materials.
Otherwise, it is the mean number of building blocks needed for routes
that do reach buyable starting materials from the node.

Score =
c

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

NP

p

1 +NR
MLP ðPÞ � VR ð1Þ

The selected leaf node represents a yet-to-be-applied reaction
template. During the update step, node visit counts are incremented
along thepath from the root node (targetmolecule) to the selected leaf.
At the expansion step, a newprecursor is generated by applying the leaf
node template to its parent chemical node. With the new precursor as
input, all reaction templates from each template set are scored sepa-
rately by their respective template prioritizer model, then combined
and re-sorted.Thekeydifference fromtheoriginalASKCOSalgorithm is
that an unboundednumber of template prioritizers can be used instead
of exactly one. The number of suggestions grows linearly with the
number of models in use. Once the expansion time is elapsed, the tree
construction halts. Paths that connect the target molecule to buyable
starting materials are retrieved and returned using a depth-first search.

Buyable database
The default buyable compound database from ASKCOS was used for
all pathway searches. This database contains 106,750 compounds
available for less than $100/g from the vendors eMolecules and Sigma-
Aldrich. An estimated price is associated with each compound.

Benchmarking search strategies
One thousand molecules were randomly selected as targets from the
set of named, “boutique” compounds from the ZINC1555 database.
Three tree searches were performed for eachmolecule: one using only
the enzymatic retrosynthesis model, one using the synthetic retro-
synthesis model, and one using both retrosynthesis models. The
parameters for all three searches were otherwise identical. The max-
imum search depth was ten and the maximum expansion time was
180 s (additional parameters in Supplementary Table 2). All synthesis
plans were performed using Google Cloud Platform VM instances with
four cores and 26 GB of memory.

Synthesis planning
The synthesis plans for fluoropyridinyl tryptoline, dronabinol, and
arformoterol were automatically generated, using the same para-
meters as the hybrid search performed in the benchmarking analysis.
The only differencewas that the search depthwas capped at 4, 6, and 7
reactions, respectively for the three targets based on the expected
path lengths of previously published routes. Potential enzymes were
assigned to reactions from the most similar reaction precedent as
defined by the Tanimoto similarity between the RDKit reaction struc-
tural fingerprints of the proposed and precedent reactions.

Data availability
Reaxys reaction data used to build the previously published synthetic
organic model is the intellectual property of Elsevier and cannot be
shared. The templates extracted from the Reaxys data and all of the
BKMS data used to build the enzymatic model and associated tem-
plates is available at https://github.com/itai-levin/bkms-data92.

Code availability
The source code for deploying ASKCOS is available at https://github.
com/itai-levin/chemoenzymatic-askcos93. The code for performing the
analyses in thismanuscript is available at https://github.com/itai-levin/
hybmind94. This repository contains a detailed README with instruc-
tions on how to generate the results presented in the manuscript.
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